ACE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT CONTRACT

As a student in ACE High School, I will abide by the following contract:

_____ RESPONSIBILITY

I will take ownership of my own learning.

_____ RESPECT

I will be considerate to all students, teachers, and staff at ACE. I will not use
vulgar language or dress inappropriately. I will use good personal hygiene. I
will not deface the textbooks or materials I use.

_____ RESPONSIVENESS

I will work with the teacher and other students in the class. I will be actively
engaged in learning. I will not be off task or sleep in class. I will not be disruptive to
the teaching environment. I will attend all field trips and participate in all school
programs.

_____ RESOURCEFULNESS

I will earn credit in all my classes by completing all the work that is required.
I will make every effort to do my best work.

_____ TECHNOLOGY

I will read the Technology Agreement on the RCS Website
I agree to abide by the Technology Agreement

ADHERANCE

_____ ABSENCES

I will attend my classes regularly. I understand the attendance policy.

_____ TARDIES

I understand that tardiness is not acceptable.
A tardy under ten minutes results in the loss of an attendance point on the
SSR for the class in which I was tardy. Tardiness after lunch will result
in loss of driving and/or lunch privileges.

_____ CLOSED CAMPUS

I understand ACE High School is a closed campus. I will not leave campus
during the school day. I know that if I am dropped off by car or bus in the
morning I am considered on-campus and cannot leave.

_____ SUBSTANCE ABUSE I understand that if I am under the influence of any illegal substance, I will be
placed on the Step System.

_____ CODE OF CONDUCT I have received a copy of the Rochester Community Schools Code of
Conduct. I agree to follow the rules.

_____ SSR

I understand the Successful Student Program. I understand the levels
of success (Levels A, B,C & D) that earn privileges and the levels of
interventions (Levels 1, 2, 3 & 4) that can require after school classes (ESC)
and/or Saturday School.

_____ ECD’s

I understand the use of personal cell phones is not permitted during school hours.
I understand the use of personal cell phones is not permitted during passing time.
I also understand if I bring any ECD to school it is my responsibility if it is lost
or stolen.
STUDENT ______

PARENT_________

In order to meet the terms of this contract, I will concentrate my efforts in the following ways:
1.
2.
_______________________

Student Signature

_____________

Date

_______________________

Parent Signature

8/12/2015

